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Spatiotopic neural
representations
develop slowly
across saccades
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One of the long-standing unsolved
mysteries of visual neuroscience is
how the world remains apparently
stable in the face of continuous
movements of eyes, head and body.
Many factors seem to contribute to
this stability, including rapid updating
mechanisms that temporarily remap
the visual input to compensate for
the impending saccade [1]. However,
there is also a growing body of
evidence pointing to more long-lasting
spatiotopic neural representations,
which remain solid in external rather
than retinal coordinates [2–6]. In this
study, we show that these spatiotopic
representations take hundreds of
milliseconds to build up robustly.
Aftereffects have proven to be an
effective tool to study spatiotopy,
as an eye movement between
adaptation and test dissociates retinal
from external space. We use the tilt
aftereffect, previously shown to have
a spatiotopic component [2] (but
not without controversy [7]). Twelve
subjects (11 naïve to the goals of
the study) adapted to a tilted (±15°)
grating patch, then saccaded on cue
to a target 20° to the right. A similarsized test grating of variable tilt then
appeared at either the same screen
or retinal position as the adapter,
or an unmatched position (Figure
1A). Subjects reported whether it
appeared to be tilted clockwise or
counter-clockwise, and the proportion
of clockwise responses fit with a
gaussian error function to calculate
the tilt necessary to annul the illusion
(see Figure S1 in the Supplemental
Information). The magnitude of the
aftereffect was defined as half the
difference of tilt to annul the effects of
adapting to clockwise compared with
counter-clockwise gratings. Data were
also collected without eye-movements
in a matched spatial location (‘full

adaptation’) to give a baseline measure
of the effect.
The key manipulation of this study
was to display the saccadic target
for a variable duration before cueing
subjects to saccade (by the extinction
of the fixation point; Figure 1A). Figure
1B shows the average strength of the
tilt aftereffect, as a function of preview
duration. Previewing the target before
initiating the saccade reduced slightly
the strength of both full adaptation and
retinotopic adaptation, presumably
because the aftereffect decreased with
duration after adaptation (bootstrap
sign test between 0 and 1000 ms: p
= 0.03). However, target preview had
the opposite effect in the spatiotopic
condition, where adaptation increased
with preview duration to reach the
strength of retinotopic adaptation
at 1000 ms. (bootstrap sign test
between 0 and 1000 ms: p < 0.001;
see Figure S1B in the Supplemental
Information for individual results).
Figure 1C illustrates this more clearly,
plotting retinotopic and spatiotopic
adaptation as a proportion of full-

adaption strength. Whereas retinotopic
adaptation remains quite constant,
spatiotopic adaptation builds up
over time, from 16% for the reactive
saccades (similar to the control
condition), to 67% of the full adaptation
effect at 1000 ms. Bootstrap sign tests
show that the spatial aftereffect is
significantly different from the aspecific
effect at 500 ms (p < 0.001) and 1000
ms (p < 0.001), but not at 0 ms (p =
0.12).
To be certain that subjects complied
with instructions, eye movements
were monitored on every trial, and
trials discarded if the eyes did not
arrive within 4° of target, or were
not stationary on probe onset. This
ensured that there was no spillage
of retinotopic adaptation to the
spatiotopic condition, and that in
all cases the test overlapped with
at least 50% of the adaptor grating.
Supplemental Figure S2 plots the
scatter of eye positions at the time
of probe presentation for the various
conditions, showing that there were
no systematic biases that could

Figure 1. Dependence of tilt aftereffects on target preview.
(A) Timecourse of events in a trial. Each trial started with an adaptation period of 3000 ms in
which subjects loosely fixated the fixation point FP, observing an adapter grating patch (0.8 c/
deg, vignetted within Gaussian window of  = 3.5°) tilted at +15° or −15°. The saccade target
(ST) was then presented, to which subjects saccaded on extinction of the fixation point: either
at onset of the saccade target, or 500 ms or 1000 ms later. The test target came on 300 ms after
extinction of the fixation point, always at least 30 ms after the eyes had landed. The lower panel
shows the timecourse of a typical horizontal eye movement (H EP), together with presentation
times of stimuli. 300 ms after extinction of fixation point the test patch was presented for 51
ms in the spatiotopic (S), the retinotopic (R), or the control (C) position, and subjects indicated
the direction of tilt of the test patch. (B) Tilt-aftereffect for the full-adaptation (retinotopic and
spatiotopic: blue), retinotopic (purple), spatiotopic (orange) and control (grey) conditions, as
a function of preview duration of the saccade target, averaged over all subjects. Error bars
represent ±1 SEM. (C) Normalized tilt-aftereffect results for the three eye-movement conditions
(colour-coding as for B). Aftereffect magnitude was divided by each subject’s full-adaptation
magnitude, then averaged over subjects. Error bars represent ±1 SEM.
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explain the results. There was also
no systematic variation in probe
presentation time relative to saccade
offset, or other aspects of the saccade
dynamics were observed that could
account for the differences (see Table
in Supplemental Figure S2).
The results provide clear evidence
for the existence of a spatiotopic
representation of orientation, one
that can be distorted by adaptation,
confirming many previous reports
([2–6]; albeit not Knapen et al. [7]). It
is not clear why different results have
been reported, but one possibility is
that the experimental conditions of
Knapen et al. [7] did not allow sufficient
time for the spatiotopy to build.
Our data show that a spatiotopic
representation is not available
instantaneously, but becomes evident
only after the saccadic target has been
displayed for at least 500 ms before
gaze-change. This suggests that the
system needs time to compute the
representation in the new reference
frame, and a visual reference is
necessary for this process: even
though all trials in a given session
were similar, with the saccadic target
always displayed in the same position,
spatiotopy did not build up unless the
target had been displayed for 500–
1000 ms. This is consistent with human
electrophysiological recordings in the
parahippocampal gyrus showing that
activity related to allocentric spatial
encoding is evident only 400–600 ms
after stimulus onset [8].
Retinotopic adaptation was still
very strong after 1000 ms, as strong
as the spatiotopic adaptation and
not diminished as a proportion of
full adaptation, consistent with the
fact that adaptation effects in early,
retinotopic visual cortex (including V1)
are known to persist for some time.
That both forms of adaptation occur
together points to a dual representation
of space, in both retinotopic and
spatiotopic coordinates, where the
spatiotopic representation builds up
slowly. This is consistent with studies
showing a clear dissociation of
retinotopic and spatiotopic effects for
motion-induced adaption of duration
[3] and position [6].
A second is a long time for vision,
during which we will typically have
made three saccades. This means that
the time to build a robust spatiotopic
representation exceeds that of a
typical single fixation, continuing
through several fixations, taking the

retinal displacement caused by each
new saccade into account. A map
with such a sluggish timecourse
would be of little value for maintaining
online visual stability, pointing to the
existence of other mechanisms for
this purpose. Likely candidates are the
proposals for ‘predictive remapping’
or ‘transient spatiotopy’ [9,10], based
on the transient shifts of the receptive
fields of visual neurons in many visual
areas [1]. However, it is also clear that
a stable spatiotopic representation of
the world is constructed over longer
periods of time. The precise function
of this long-term spatiotopic map
and how it contributes to our sense
of a stable visual world is yet to be
determined.
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